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COMPATRECONWING TWO KANEHOE BAY HI
DEPCHNAVVERS MILLINGTON TN
COMSTRKFIGHTWINGPAC LEMOORE CA
COMHELMASTRIKWEENINGPAC SAN DIEGO CA
COMHELSEACOMBATWINGPAC SAN DIEGO CA
COMARSUPWING SAN DIEGO CA
CNATRA CORPUS CHRISTI TX
COMDRAWING ONE MERIDIAN MS
COMDRAWING TWO KINGSVILLE TX
COMDRAWING FOUR CORPUS CHRISTI TX
COMDRAWING FIVE MILTON FL
COMDRAWING SIX PENSACOLA FL
COMPATRECONWING ELEVEN JACKSONVILLE FL
COMPATRECONWING TEN WHIDBEY ISLAND WA
COMPATRECONGRU NORFOLK VA
PATRON THREE ZERO
PATRON SIX TWO
PATRON SIX NINE
TRARON TWO ONE KINGSVILLE TX
TRARON TWO TWO KINGSVILLE TX
TRARON SEVEN MERIDIAN MS
TRARON NINE MERIDIAN MS
TRARON TWO SEVEN CORPUS CHRISTI TX
TRARON TWO EIGHT CORPUS CHRISTI TX
TRARON THREE FIVE CORPUS CHRISTI TX
TRARON THREE ONE CORPUS CHRISTI TX
TRARON FOUR PENSACOLA FL
TRARON TEN PENSACOLA FL
TRARON EIGHT SIX PENSACOLA FL

TRARON TWO MILTON FL
TRARON THREE MILTON FL
TRARON SIX MILTON FL
TSU LANT
HELSEACOMBATWEPSCOLPAC SAN DIEGO CA
HELSEACOMBATWEPSCOLANT NORFOLK VA
HELSEACOMBATRON TWO
HELSEACOMBATRON THREE
HELTRARON EIGHT MILTON FL
HELTRARON EIGHTEEN MILTON FL
HELTRARON TWO EIGHT MILTON FL
VUPRON ONE NINE DET PT MUGU CA
VUPRON ONE NINE JACKSONVILLE FL
NAS JRB FORT WORTH TX
NAS JRB NEW ORLEANS LA
NAVOPSPTCEN MERIDIAN MS
NAVOPSPTCEN CORPUS CHRISTI TX
NAVOPSPTCEN PENSACOLA FL
NAVOPSPTCEN NORTH ISLAND CA
NAVOPSPTCEN JACKSONVILLE FL
NAVOPSPTCEN NORFOLK VA
NAVOPSPTCEN SAN DIEGO CA
NAVOPSPTCEN WHIDBEY ISLAND WA
COMNAVREG MIDLANT NORFOLK VA
COMNAVREG SE JACKSONVILLE FL
NAVREG MIDLANT RCC GREAT LAKES IL
COMNAVREG SW SAN DIEGO CA
NAVREG NORTHWEST RCC EVERETT WA
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1. PER REF A AND B, COMMANDER, NAVAL AIR FORCE RESERVE (CNAFR) CONVENED THE FY-19 NATIONAL RC SAU CO & RCC SELECTION BOARD AT WOOD HALL, BLDG 769, ABOARD NSA MID-SOUTH MILLINGTON, TN ON 4 APR 18.

2. THE BOARD SELECTED THE FOLLOWING PERSONNEL FOR THE BILLETS LISTED:

   VFA SAU CO (F/A-18)            LCDR M. D. GALDIERI
   VP SAU CO (FRS)                LCDR M. B. TANS
   MSW TSU CO                    CDR A. R. ARENDT
   CNATRA RCC                    CAPT W. L. ANGERMANN
   TRAWING RCC (PILOT)            CDR D. W. REYNOLDS
   VT SAU CO (PRIMARY)           CDR A. D. HILL
   VT SAU CO (PRIMARY)           CDR R. A. DOOLIN
   VT SAU CO (PRIMARY)           CDR D. C. TRACY
   VT SAU CO (ADVANCED STRIKE PILOT)  CDR J. B. GLENN
   VT SAU CO (ADVANCED STRIKE PILOT)  CDR N. C. MAUER
   VT SAU CO (ADVANCED MULTI-ENGINE)  CDR M. T. MILLS
   HT SAU CO                    CDR L. E. SPURLIN

3. THE BOARD WAS EXTREMELY COMPETITIVE AND REFLECTIVE OF THE QUALITY OF OUR SELECTED RESERVE APPLICANTS. CONGRATULATIONS TO THE SELECTEES. RADM CRANE SENDS.

4. REQUEST WIDEST POSSIBLE DISSEMINATION OF THIS MESSAGE.//
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